
Amiens Dawn Of Victory Anthony Tucker
Jones - The Untold Story of a Historic Battle
In the annals of military history, certain battles loom large, their outcomes
changing the course of nations. One such battle is the Battle of Amiens, fought
during World War I. This historical event, brilliantly chronicled in Anthony Tucker
Jones' book "Amiens Dawn of Victory," presents a captivating narrative of
courage, strategy, and the triumph of Allied forces against the German army. In
this article, we delve into the untold story of the Battle of Amiens, exploring its
significance, key players, and the legacy it left behind.

The Prelude: Historical Context

Before we delve into the intricacies of the battle itself, it is important to
understand the historical context that led to the events at Amiens. World War I, a
devastating conflict that took place between 1914 and 1918, saw the major
powers of the world locked in a deadly struggle for dominance. The Battle of
Amiens, fought in August 1918, marked a turning point in this global conflict.

The Battle Unfolds

On August 8th, 1918, the Allied forces launched a surprise attack on German
positions near Amiens, a key railway hub in northern France. Led by General Sir
Henry Rawlinson, the British Fourth Army spearheaded the assault, supported by
troops from Australia, Canada, and France. Their objective was clear - to break
through German lines and establish a decisive victory.
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What followed was a meticulously planned and executed offensive, with finely
coordinated movements by infantry, artillery, and air support. The Allied forces
made swift progress, surprising and overwhelming the German troops engaged in
defensive positions. This innovative use of combined arms tactics proved
instrumental in achieving victory.

The Key Players

While the Battle of Amiens was a collective effort, several key players emerged
who played crucial roles in shaping its outcome.

General Sir Henry Rawlinson

Rawlinson, the mastermind behind the offensive, meticulously planned every
aspect of the assault. His strategic brilliance allowed the Allied forces to exploit
weaknesses in the German lines and achieve unprecedented success.

Marshal Ferdinand Foch

As the Supreme Allied Commander, Foch played a vital role in coordinating the
efforts of the Allied forces. It was his vision and leadership that paved the way for
the successful execution of the Battle of Amiens.
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Lieutenant General John Monash

The Australian commander, John Monash, made significant contributions to the
battle by implementing innovative tactics and coordinating the efforts of the
Australian and Canadian troops. His strategic thinking and leadership skills were
instrumental in the ultimate victory.

The Aftermath and Legacy

The Battle of Amiens proved to be a resounding success for the Allied forces.
Within just three days, they advanced over seven miles, captured thousands of
German prisoners, and inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy. This victory
marked the beginning of the Hundred Days Offensive, which ultimately led to the
end of World War I.

The Battle of Amiens also showcased the effectiveness of combined arms tactics,
with infantry, artillery, and air support working together seamlessly. This
innovative approach continued to shape future military strategies, leaving a
lasting impact on warfare.

An Engaging Account: Anthony Tucker Jones' "Amiens Dawn of
Victory"

In his book, "Amiens Dawn of Victory," acclaimed military historian Anthony
Tucker Jones brings the Battle of Amiens to life. Through meticulous research
and gripping storytelling, Tucker Jones presents an engaging account of the
battle, revealing lesser-known details and shedding light on the personal
experiences of soldiers on both sides.

Tucker Jones' vivid and compelling narrative transports readers to the battlefield,
providing a deeper understanding of the challenges faced and sacrifices made by
those who fought in this historic conflict. His book serves as a testament to the



bravery and resilience of the soldiers involved, ensuring their sacrifice is not
forgotten.

The Battle of Amiens marks a pivotal moment in history, where the tide of World
War I began to turn in favor of the Allied forces. With their innovative strategies
and unwavering determination, the Allied soldiers achieved a resounding victory
that set the stage for subsequent successes.

Anthony Tucker Jones' book, "Amiens Dawn of Victory," offers a captivating
account of this historic battle, inviting readers to delve deeper into the untold story
of heroism and strategic brilliance. As we pay homage to the sacrifices of those
who fought at Amiens, their legacy lives on, reminding us of the triumph of the
human spirit in the face of adversity.
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It was the decisive battle of World War I. German commander Erich Ludendorff
called it "the black day of the German army." Many authors have stated that it
was the beginning of the end of the great conflict. And yet, until now, no book has
been published on the climactic battle at Amiens.
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Amiens was one of the first "modern" battles, and certainly the first attempted by
the Allies. Employing the troops of five nations (including Canada) and utilizing
secrecy, deception, and combined operations, the Allies won the first of a string of
victories culminating in the Armistice one hundred days later.Amiens: Dawn of
Victory is the first book to study the historic battle in minute detail. Using
eyewitness accounts from dozens of survivors, plus many accounts, both
published and unpublished, by the participants, the authors take us into the
trenches, the tanks, and the cockpits.
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